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Let X be a metric space and let ANR(X) denote the hyperspace of all compact ANR’s in X. 
This paper introduces a notion of a strongly e-movable convergence for sequences in ANR( X) 
and proves several characterizations of strongly e-movable convergence. For a (complete) separ- 
able metric space X we show that ANR(X) with the topology induced by strongly e-movable 
convergence can be metrized as a (complete) separable metric space. Moreover, if X is a 
finite-dimensional compactum, then strongly e-movable convergence induces on ANRI X) the 
same topology as that induced by Borsuk’s homotopy metric. 
For a separable Q-manifold M, ANR(M) is locally arcwise connected and A. BE.ANR(.W 
can be joined by an arc in ANR( M) iff there is a simple homotopy equivalence q: A ‘L B homotopic 
to the inclusion of A into M 
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1. Introduction 
Let X be a metric space and let ANR(X) denote the class of all non-empty 
compact ANR’s lying in X. Following [4] we shall say that a sequence {A,}?=, in 
ANR(X) homotopically converges to a set A0 E ANR(X) provided 
1.1. lim dJAi, A,) = 0 (& denotes the Hausdorff metric), and 
1.2. {Ai}:"=, is an equally locally contractible family of compacta in X (i.e., for 
every E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that every subset of Ai with diameter less than 8 
is contractible to a point in a subset of Ai with diameter less than E). 
* This paper was written during the author’s visit to the University of Oklahoma at Norman while 
on leave from the University of Zagreb. 
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Borsuk [4] (see also [22]) proved that if X is a finite dimensional compactum, 
then there is a complete metric d, (the homotopy metric) on ANR(X) such that, 
for a sequence {Ai}T& c ANR(X), lim dh( A,, A,) = 0 iff {Ai)‘:= 1 homotopically con- 
verges to Ao. Moreover, lim d,,(A,, A,) = 0 implies that almost all Ai’s are homotopy 
equivalent to A,,. 
The topological properties of the hyperspace (ANR(X), d,,), primarily for a 
2-dimensional closed manifold X, were later studied by Ball and Ford [l] and [2], 
and by Boxer [6], [7], and [B]. 
The purpose of this paper is to show the existence of a (complete) metric d,,, 
on ANR(X) for an arbitrary (complete) separable metric space X which is equivalent 
to the homotopy metric d, when X is a finite dimensional compactum. Our idea is 
to introduce a notion of a strongly e-movable convergence in ANR(X) (suggested 
by the author’s recent characterization of ANR’s as strongly e-movable compacta 
[14]), which agrees with homotopical convergence if X is finite dimensional, and 
use Begle’s method from [3] to establish the existence of a (complete) metric d,,, 
on ANR(X) such that lim d,,,(A,, A,) =O iff the sequence {Ai}:=, strongly e- 
movably converges to A,]. Hence, we did not simply remove the restriction on X 
in Borsuk’s theorem (whether this is possible is still an open question) but proved 
an analogous theorem for strongly e-movable convergence, which is apparently 
more restrictive than homotopical convergence. However, our method does not 
require any restrictions on the metric space X except separability. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we collect definitions and set our 
notation. Section 3 introduces the notion of a strongly e-movable convergence for 
a sequence {Ai}zO=,, of compacta in an ANR M. Its definition is suggested by the 
author’s papers [9], [lo], [ll], and [12] where other types of globally regular 
convergences were studied. Here we require that compacta Ai and A0 share a 
positional property in M related to strong e-movability [14] more and more as i 
increases. We prove that this definition does not depend on the choice of a space 
M and that A0 must be strongly e-movable (i.e., an ANR). The rest of Section 3 
presents everal characterizations of strongly e-movable convergence for a sequence 
{Ai}Tzo in ANR(X). They resemble standard characterizations of ANR’s and in a 
way represent their extensions from a single compactum to sequences of compacta. 
In Section 4 we describe operations which preserve strongly e-movable conver- 
gence. In particular, we extend to sequences of ANR’s Sum Theorems for ANR’s 
[5, p. 1021. 
Section 5 contains the proof of the existence of the metric d,,,. This is done by 
verifying assumptions of a Theorem implicitly contained in 133. 
Finally, in Section 6 we study some topological properties of ANR(X) in the 
case when X is a separable Hilbert cube (Q-) manifold. We prove that 
lim dyam(Air A,) = 0 for a sequence {A;}:“,, in ANR(X) implies that almost all Ai’s 
are simple homotopy equivalent to Ao. We also identify the arc-component of 
AEANR(X) as precisely the set of all BE ANR(X) such that there is a simple 
homotopy equivalence f: A + B homotopic to the inclusion of A into X and prove 
that ANR(X) is locally arcwise connected. 
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2. Preliminaries 
Throughout the paper 9’ will denote the class of all compact ANR’s and PP will 
denote the class of all pairs of compact ANR’s. 
A map f:K + X is called a P-map provided K E 9’. Similarly, a map of pairs 
f: (K, K,) + (X, X,,) is a Pp-map if (K, K,) E PP. 
We shall say that maps f and g of a space Z into a metric space ( Y, d) are e-close 
provided d(f(z), g(z)) < E for every z E Z. If Z is a subset of Y and f: Z+ Y is 
E-close to the inclusion of Z into Y, we call f an e-map. A retraction r: Y +Z 
which is also an &-map will be called an e-retraction. 
Two maps f, g: Z + Y of a space Z into a metric space ( Y, d) are e-homotopic 
(and we write f=,g) if there is a homotopy h,: Z+ Y, OS t < 1, between f and g 
(called an e-homotopy) such that ho and h, are E-close for all t E I = [0, 11. 
For a metric space (X, d), 2” denotes the hyperspace of all non-empty compacta 
in X with the Hausdorff metric d, while d, denotes Borsuk’s metric of continuity 
defined by 
d,(A,B)=inf{~IEl.s-mapsf:A+Bandg:B+A} 
for A, B E 2”. We shall also need the sup-norm metric d’ on the collection Map( Z, X) 
of all maps of a compact space Z into X given by 
Of, g) =sup(4,f(z)t g(z))1 z E Zl 
for f, g E Map(Z, X). 
Let A be a subset of a metric space (X, d), let U and V, Vc U, be open subsets 
of X which contain A, and let E > 0 and 6 > 0 be given. Then N,(A; X) (or N,(A)) 
denotes the (open) e-neighborhood of A in X while ??“( L’, V; A), 9;( V, 6; A), 
and 6Pi( U, V; A) will denote the following statements. 
P’( U, V; A): For every neighborhood W of A in X and every @map f: K + V 
there is an &-homotopy ft: K + U, 0~ t s 1, with fo=f and f,(K) c W. 
??)Eh( V, 6; A): For every neighborhood W of A in X there is a neighborhood W0 
of A in X, W,c Vn W, such that every two P-maps f, g: K + W, which are 
b-homotopic in V are &-homotopic in W. 
8;( U, V; A): For every neighborhood W of A in X there is a neighborhood 
W, of A in X, W,c Vn W, such that for every PP-map f: (K, K,) + ( V, W,) there 
is an E-homotopy fr: K ~U,O~tgl,withfo=f,f,(K)c W,andf,IK,=fjK,.If, 
in addition, one can select the homotopy f, such that fil K,, =fl K0 for every t E 1, 
then we say that the statement SB( CJ, V; A)* holds. 
A compactum A is (strongly) e-mocable if for some, and hence for every, 
embedding of A into an ANR M the following holds. For each neighborhood U 
of A in M and every E > 0 there is a neighborhood V of A in IV, V c U, such that 
P”( U, V; A) (P;( U, V; A) or, equivalently, 9’;( U, V; A)*) is true. We proved 
in [13] and [14] that a compacturn A is (strongly) e-movable iff it is an approximate 
absolute neighborhood retract in the sense of Clapp [18] (an ANR). 
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For a compact ANR M and an E > 0, let T(M, E) be the set of all 6 > 0 such 
that, for any S-close maps f, g: X + M defined on a metrizable space X and any 
d-homotopy j,: A + M, 0 c t s 1, defined on a closed subspace A of X with j. = fl A 
and jr = gl A, there exists an c- homotopy h,: X + M, 0 s r G 1, such that h,, = f, h, = g. 
and h,lA =j,lA for every r~ I ([21, p. 1121). 
For a map f: A + B between metric spaces, let ‘1 (f, E) be the set of all 6 > 0 with 
the property that d(x, y) < S in A implies d(f(x), f(y)) < E in B. 
3. Strongly e-movable convergence 
3.1. Definition. Let X be a metric space lying in an ANR space .cI. We shall say 
that a sequence {Ai}?=‘=, of compacta in X converges strongly e-movably (in M) to 
a compacturn A,,c X provided 
(a) lim d,(Ai, A,) = 0, and 
(b) for every neighborhood U of A,) in M and every E > 0 there is a neighborhood 
V of A,, in M, V c U, and an index i,, such that S;( CJ, V; .-I,) holds for all i 2 io. 
We shall first prove that the above definition is independent of the choice of .\I 
and the embedding of X into M. 
3.2. Lemma. Let f: X + M and f’ : X + M’ be embeddings of a metric space X into 
ANR spaces M and M’. Let {A,}:&, be a sequence in 2.Y. If the sequence {f (A;)}:=, 
converges strongly e-movably in M to f (A”), then the sequence {f’(A,)}:=, converges 
strongly e-movably in M’ to f’(A,). 
Proof. Let A denote the compacturn Uz, A,. Since M and _\I’ are ANR’s there 
is a neighborhood Z of f(A) in M, a neighborhood Z’ of f’(A) in ,M’, and maps 
a:Z+M’and a’:Z’+M extending f’o(f-‘/f(A)) and fo((f’)-‘/f’(A)), respec- 
tively. 
Let a neighborhood U’of f’(A,) in M’ and an E’ > 0 be given. Put CJ, = a-‘( U’) 
and pick an E > 0 and a neighborhood Uz of f (A,) in Z nith the property that 
a] Ul maps e-close points into (a’/3)-close points. Also, since .\I’ is an ANR and 
(Y 0 a’lf’(Ai)=id, for each neighborhood W’ of f’(Ai) in ,\I’ (i=O, 1,2,. . .) and 
every 6>0, there is a smaller neighborhood Wb of f’(Ai) in M’ with 
(Y 0 a’] WL=,idrr.; in W’. 
Pick a neighborhood V off (A,,) in M and an index i0 with respect to U = U, n U, 
and E using the fact that the sequence {f(A,)}z , converges strongly e-movably in 
M to f (A,). Let V’ = (a’)-‘( V) n UI:,,, and choose joz i, so that f’(Ai) c V’ for 
all izjO. 
Consider an index i 2 j0 and a neighborhood W’ of f’(Ai) in .\I’. Let W = a-‘( W’) 
and let W,, W,c W, be selected with respect to W using a;( U, V; f(Ai)). Then 
put w;, = (a’)-‘( W,) IT w:*,,. 
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Let 9: (K, K,) + (V’, W&) be a Yp-map. The composition (~‘0 cp is a map of 
(K, &) into ( V, W,J. Hence, there is an &-homotopy h,: K + U, OS t G 1, such that 
h”=a’o p,h,(K)c W,andh,IK,,=~‘Ocp]K0.Theng,=~oh,:K+U’isan(&’/3)- 
homotopywithg,=aoa’ocp,g,(K)c W’,andg,IK,=a~a’~alK,.But,a~a’~cp 
and cp are (~‘/3) -homotopic in U’ and a 0 (Y’ 0 cp] K0 and cp[ K0 are (s’/3)-homotopic 
in W’. Applying the Homotopy Extension Theorem in W’ to the map g,: K + W’ 
and the second of the above (a’/3)-homotopies we see that g, is (~‘/3)-homotopic 
to a map g, : K + W’ where g, 1 K, = cpl KO. Hence, cp is &‘-homotopic in U’ to g’i. 
This proves that 9’;‘( U’, V’; f’(A;)) holds for all i zjO. Since lim d,(f’(Ai), 
f’(A,J) =0 (see [4, p. 173]), the proof of (3.2) is complete. 
We shall write Aj -sem + AC1 to indicate that the sequence {Ai} of compacta in 
X converges strongly e-movably to a compacturn AC1 in X in some (and hence, by 
(3.2), in every) ANR containing X. 
3.3. Lemma. I_ Ai - sem --* A”, rhen A0 is an ANR. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.6 in [14], it suffices to prove that A,, is strongly e-movable. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that X is a subset of Q because A, - sem + 
A,) for a sequence {AC}& in 2 x iff Ai --em+ A0 with {Ai}?=” considered as a 
sequence in 2,‘\ where A = UT=, Ai. 
Let a neighborhood U of A. in Q and an E > 0 be given. Pick a neighborhood 
V of A0 in Q and an index i0 such that 9i’3 (U, V; A,) holds for each i 3 iO. We 
claim that Sd( U, V; A,) is also true. 
Indeed, let W be an arbitrary compact ANR neighborhood of A0 in Q, WC V, 
and let SE r( W, e/3). Select an i 2 i0 such that d,(Ai, A,) < 6, Ai c int W, and let 
W,, W,c W be a neighborhood of AC1 in Q for which there exists a d-map 
g:w,+w; where W; is a neighborhood of Ai in Q selected with respect to W 
using 9’i’3 ( U, V, Ai). 
Consider a pp-rnap f: (K, K,) + ( V, W,). Since f] K0 and g 0 f] K0 are b-close maps 
into W, there is an (s/3)-homotopy h,: K0 + W, O<t~l, with h,=flK, and h,= 
g oflKO. It foll ows from the Homotopy Extension Theorem that f is (a/3)- 
homotopic in V to a map f’ : K + V which agrees with g Q fl K, on KO. The map f’ 
is (s/3)-homotopic in U to a map f”:K + W such that f”I Ko=f’I Ko.’ But, if we 
apply the Homotopy Extension Theorem in W to the map f” and the partial 
(a/3)-homotopy h,...,, 0 c t s 1, we see that f” is (s/3)-homotopic in W to a map 
f”‘: K --, W which agrees with f on KO. Hence, f is &-homotopic in U to f”‘. 
3.4. Theorem. For a metric space X and a sequence {Ai}: of e-movable compacta 
in X the following are equivalent: 
(i) lim d,(Ai, A,) = 0 and, in some (and hence in every) ANR M which contains 
X, for every neighborhood U of A0 in M and every E > 0 there is a neighborhood V 
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of A0 in M, VC U, and an index i, such that a;( U, V; Ai)* holds for all is io. 
(ii) Ai - sem + AO. 
(iii) lim d,(Ai, A,) = 0 and in some (and hence in every) ANR M which contains 
X, for every E >O rhere is a neighborhood V of A0 in M and an index i, such that 
for every is i,,, every neighborhood W of Ai in M, and every S > 0 there is a 
neighborhood W, of Ai in M, W,c W n V, with the property that every PP-map 
f: (K, Ko) + ( V, W,) is e-close to a map f’ : K + W with f’ 1 K0 S-close to f IKO. 
(iv) lim dH(Ai, A,) =O, {Ai}:, converges e-movably to A0 (i.e., in some (and 
hence in ecery) ANR M which contains X, for every neighborhood U of A0 in M 
and for euery E > 0 there is a neighborhood V of A0 in M and an index i0 such that 
9’( U, V; Ai) holds for all i a iO), and {A,}?=“=, converges e-calmly to A0 (i.e., in some 
(and hence in every) ANR M which contains X, for every E > 0 there is a neighborhood 
V of A0 in M, a 6 > 0, and an index i0 such that 9’: ( V, 6; A;) holds for all i 2 iO). 
Proof. Clearly, (i)+(ii), (ii)=+(iii), and (ii)*( We shall now prove that (iii)+ 
(ii) and (iv)* (ii). The implication (ii)*(i) can be proved by a method of the proof 
of Proposition 3.2 in [14]. Without loss of generality assume that Xc Q. 
(iii)+(ii). We must check condition (b) in 3.1. Let U be a compact ANR 
neighborhood of A0 in Q and let E > 0. Pick E~ E r( U, e/2) and choose a neighbor- 
hood V of A0 in Q, Vc U, and an index i0 such that (iii) is true with respect to Ed. 
Let i 2 i0 and let W be an arbitrary compact ANR neighborhood of Ai in Q. 
Take 6 E I-( W, .5/2) and a neighborhood W, of A, in Q, W,c Vn W, which satisfies 
(iii) with respect to W and 8. 
Consider a 8,-map f: (K, K,)+ (V, W,). The way in which we selected our 
neighborhoods implies that there is a map f’ : K + W with f’ &,-close to f and f’\ K0 
b-close to fl KO. But, then there are (E/2)-homotopies F,: K + U, 0~ t S 1, and 
G::K,-,W,1~t~2,suchthatF,=f,F,=f’,G;=f’IKo,andG;=flKo.Bythe 
Homotopy Extension Theorem, we can extend G: to an (E/2)-homotopy G,: K --, W, 
1 s t d 2, with G, = f’. The join H,: K + U, 0 s t c 2, of homotopies F, and G, is an 
&-homotopy with I+,, = f, Hz(K) c W, and Hz1 K0 = f I KO. 
(iv)+(ii). First observe that since {Ai}:“=, is a sequence of e-movable compacta, 
conditions that (Ai}zt converges e-movably to A,, and lim dH(Air A,) =O are 
equivalent to lim dc(Ai, A,) = 0 (see [l l] and [13]). Hence, it remains to verify the 
condition (b) from 3.1. 
Let a neighborhood U of A0 in Q and an E > 0 be given. Choose a compact 
ANR neighborhood V, of A0 in Q, a S > 0, and an index i, such that %‘*( VI, 6; Ai) 
holds for all i2 il. Let 77 E r( VI, 6). 0 c r) < .5/2. Then pick a neighborhood V of 
A,, in Q, Vc CJn V,, and an index i,, 2 il so that 8”( U, V; Ai) holds for all i2 iO. 
Let i 3 i0 and let W be an arbitrary neighborhood of Ai in 0. Select a neighborhood 
W,, of Ai in Q, W, c Vn W, using a:“( VI, 6; Ai). 
Consider a gp-map f: (K, K,) --, ( V, W,,). By the choice of V and iO, there is an 
T-homotopy F,: K + U, OS r s 1, with F0 = f and F,(K) c W,. Since f I K0 and F, 1 K0 
are two T-close maps into V,, there is a S-homotopy in V, connecting them. The 
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choice of V, and 6 and the Homotopy Extension Theorem imply that there is an 
(E/ 2) - homotopy G,_ K + W, lsrs2, with G,=Fi and G,]K,=f]&,. As in the 
above proof of (iii)*(ii), the join of homotopies F’ and G, is the required E- 
homotopy. 
3.5. Theorem. Let {Ai}:, be a sequence of compact ANR’s in a metric space X. 
Then Ai --em-, A0 iff the sequence {Ai}:, converges strongly homotopically to A0 
( i.e., iff for every E > 0 there is an index i0 such that i 3 i,, implies that there are e-maps 
f:A,+AOandg:Ao+Ai withg~f-Sid,Candf~g=Eid,+,,). 
Proof. Suppose Ai-sem+ A0 and let E > 0 be given. As in the proof of 3.3, we 
can assume that Xc 0. By Lemma 3.3, A0 is an ANR. Choose a compact ANR 
neighborhood V of A,, in 0 and an index i, such that there is an (s/2)-retraction 
r: V + A0 and such that 9’;” (Q, V; Ai) hold s f or all i 2 iI. Let 6 E r( V, ~/4). Pick 
an i0 2 i, so that d,(Ai, A,) < S/2 and A, c int V for each i 2 iO. For an index i 2 iO, 
let fi: AO+ Ai and gi: A; + A0 be (S/2)-maps and let Wi be a neighborhood of Ai 
in Q for which there is an (E/J)-retraction r;: Wi + Ai. Now, gi 0 fi: AO+ A0 and 
id, : A,, + A,, are &close maps of A0 into V. Hence, they are (c/4)-homotopic in 
V and therefore (( a/2)+(&/4))-homotopic in AO. Similarly, fi 0 gi: Ai + Ai and 
idA,: Ai + A; are S-close maps of Ai into V. Let H: Ai X I --, V be an (E/4)-homotopy 
between fi 0 gi and id,,. We can consider H as a 9,,-map H: (A; X Z, Ai X(0,1}) + 
( V, A,). Hence, H is (E/2)-close to a map H* : Ai x I + Wi with H* 1 Pi X {0, 1) = 
HI Ai X(0,1}. Composing H* with the retraction r, we see that fi 0 gi and idA, are 
((e/4) + (~/2) + (e/4)) -homotopic in Ai. 
Conversely, suppose that the sequence {Ai}: 1 converges strongly homotopically 
to AO. Clearly, lim d,(Ai, A,) = 0 so that it remains to check the condition (b) in 3.1. 
We can again assume that X is a subset of Q. Let U be an arbitrary compact 
ANR neighborhood of A0 in Q and let 6* E r( U, e/4). Note that A0 is an ANR 
because for every E > 0 almost all ANR’s in the sequence {Ai}:, &-dominate A0 
([21, p. 1401). Hence, we can find a compact ANR neighborhood V of A0 in 0, 
Vc U, for which there is a 6*-retraction r: V-, A,,. Let 6 E r( V, e/4), S 6 6*. Pick 
an i0 such that for every is iO, Ai c V and there are b-maps fi:Ai+Ao and 
gi: A,+ A, with gi 0 fitsidA,. We claim that Si( U, V; Ai) is true for all is iO. 
Indeed, let i z i0 and let W be an arbitrary neighborhood of Ai in 0. Since A0 
is an ANR, fi is a S-map and g; ofi= 6 id ,+ there is a neighborhood W, of Ai in Q, 
W,C VC-I W, and an extension fr : W,+ A0 of fi such that f f is also a b-map and 
gi a f? is b-homotopic in W to the inclusion of W,, into W. 
Consider a gp-map ~0: (K, K,) + ( V, W,). Then cp] K0 and f? 0 cpl K0 are b-close 
maps into V so that there is an (~/4)-homotopy D,:K + V, OS t 6 1, with Do= cp 
and D, 1 K. = fT 0 cpl I&. Since D, and r 0 D1 are S*-close maps into U, there is also 
an (E/4)-homotopy Et: K -+U, lsrc2, such that E,=Di and Ez=rODl. For a 
similar reason, there is an (s/4)-homotopy F,: K --, V, 2 < t< 3, with F2 = Ez and 
F~=gi~E,.NotethatF~IK,=gi~E~IK,=gi~r~fT ~~IKo=giof~ Op]&.Hence, 
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there is a S-homotopy G,: K + W, 3 s t s 4, which satisfies GJ = F3 and G1 1 K0 = 
cp[ KO. The join H,:K + U, OS t s 4, of homotopies D,, E,, F,, and G, is an E- 
homotopy in U connecting v with a map H,: K + W which agrees with cp on KO. 
3.6. Theorem. Let {Ai}: be u sequence in ANR( Q). Then Ai -sem+ A,, iff for 
every e > 0 there is a neighborhood V of A0 in Q and an index i0 such that for each 
i z i0 there is an e-retraction ri: V + Ai. 
Proof. Suppose A, --em+ A0 and let an E > 0 be given. Pick a compact ANR 
neighborhood V of A0 in Q and an index i0 so that 9;” (0, V; Ai) holds for all 
i 2 i,. Consider an i 2 i0 and choose a neighborhood W, of Ai in Q for which there 
is an (c/2)-retraction pi: Wi + Ai. Since the identity map id: ( V, A;) + (V, Ai) is a 
9’P-map and 9;‘*( Q, V; Ai) is true, there is an (E/2)-map qi: V + Wi with qil Ai =id. 
The composition ri = pi 0 qi: V + Ai is then an &-retraction. 
Conversely, suppose that the sequence {Ai} satisfies the condition from the 
statement of the Theorem. Let an E > 0 be given. Choose a neighborhood V of A0 
in Q and an i0 such that there is an E-retraction ri: V+ Ai for i = 0 and every i 2 iO. 
Thenr,lAi:AijA,andrilA,:Ao’Ai(i 2 iO) are e-maps so that lim dJAi, A,) = 0. 
We shall prove that Ai - sem + A0 by verifying the second condition in 3.4. (iii) 
for E, V, and i,-,. Let iz iO, let W be an arbitrary neighborhood of Ai in Q, and let 
6 > 0. Pick a neighborhood W, of Ai in Q, W,C W n V, such that ri] W, is a b-map. 
Clearly, if f: (K, KO) --, ( V, W,) is a gP-map, then ri 0 f is E-close to f and ri 0 f 1 Ko 
is b-close to f I KO. 
3.7. Corollary. A sequence {AL}:* of compact ANR’s in a locally compact ANR 
X converges strongly e-movably to A0 ifl for every retraction r, : V + A0 of a compact 
neighborhood V of A0 in X there is an index i0 such that for every i 3 i0 there is a 
retraction ri: V * Ai with lim,,, ri = r, in the sup-norm metric. 
Proof. Suppose Ai --em+ A0 and let ro. * V+ A0 be a retraction of a compact 
neighborhood V of A0 in X. The required index clearly exists if we prove that for 
every E > 0 there is an i. such that i z i, implies that there is a retraction ri: V-* Ai 
with d’( ri, ro) < E. 
First observe that for every neighborhood U of A0 in X there is a smaller 
neighborhood CJ, of A0 in X and a map q: : V + U with qx 1 U. = id and d’(qf, ro) c 
.5/2. This follows immediately from the (small) Homotopy Extension Theorem [21, 
p. 1171. 
Without loss of generality assume that Vu iJiao Ai is a subset of Q. Since 
Ai - sem + Ao, by Theorem 3.6, there is a neighborhood Z of A0 in Q and an index 
i, such that for every i 3 il there is an (e/2) -retraction pi: Z-, Ai. Let U = Zn X 
and choose a neighborhood CJ, and a map qf as above. Finally, pick an io2 i, so 
that A; c 19, for all i b io. For each i > io, the composition ri = pi 0 qy is a retraction 
of V onto Ai and d’(ri, ro) < E. 
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Conversely, suppose that for every retraction r. : V + A0 of a compact neighbor- 
hood V of A,, in X the condition from the statement of the Theorem holds. Since 
A0 is a compact ANR and X is locally compact, at least one such retraction r. 
exists. Choose for it an index i0 and retractions r,: V + A, (i 3 iO) so that limiziO ri = r. 
in the sup-norm metric. 
Consider X as a closed subset of Q -{0} and let r: N + X be a retraction of some 
neighborhood N of X in O-{0} where 0 is an arbitrary point of 0. Let E > 0 be 
given. Choose an i, k iO, a neighborhood U of A,, in X, and a neighborhood Z of 
A0 in Q such that r,] U is an (s/3)-map of U, rlZ is an (s/3)-map of Z into U, 
and d”( ri, rO) < .5/3 and Ai c U for all i 2 i, . Then r, 0 rlZ is an e-retraction of Z 
onto A,(iz il). Hence, by Theorem 3.6, Ai-sem+A,. 
Let P denote a finite simplicial polytope and PO a subpolytope of P which contains 
all vertices of P. By a partial e-realization of P in a metric space Y defined on PO, 
we mean a map f: PO + Y such that, for every simplex u of P, diamf(P,,n a) < E. 
In case PO = P, then f will be called a full e-realization of P in Y. Ler 8(&, 6; Y) 
denotes the following statement: “Every partial b-realization f: PO + Y of any finite 
simplicial polytope P in Y extends to a full e-realization f*: P+ Y”. Recall that a 
compactum Y is an ANR iff for every E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that Z(E, 6; Y) 
holds [21, p. 1221. 
3.8. Theorem. Let {Ai}: be a sequence of compact ANR’s in a metric space X. 
Then Ai - sem + A0 ifl lim dH(Ai, A,) = 0 and for every E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such 
thut 2( E, 6; Ai) holds for each i = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that X c Q. Suppose Ai - sem + A0 
and let E > 0. By Theorem 3.6, there is a compact ANR neighborhood V of A0 in 
Q and an index i0 such that there is an (e/3)-retraction ri: V+ Ai for i =O and 
every i > iO. Since V, A,, AZ,. . . , A, are compact ANR’s, there is a 6 > 0 such that 
9(&/3, S; V),Y(e, 8; A,), . . . , A’( E, 6; A,) hold. One easily checks that 9( E, 6; Ai) 
is true for all i20. 
Now assume that the sequence {Ai} satisfies the condition in the statement of the 
Theorem. We shall prove that 3.4. (iii) holds. Let an E > 0 be given. Choose an 
7 > 0 so that 8( ~/3, 7; Ai) is true for all i 3 0. Pick a compact ANR neighborhood 
V of A0 in Q and an index i0 such that there is an (n/6)-retraction r: V-, AO, 
Ai c int V, and dH(Ai, A,) < 17/6 for all i 2 i,. 
Let i 2 iO. In order to prove that lim d,(Ai, A,) = 0 it clearly suffices to show that 
d,(Ai, A,) < E. Since r] Ai: A; + A0 is an E-map, it remains to construct an c-map 
$: A0 --, Ai. This can be done as follows. Pick a finite simplicial polytope P and maps 
f:P+A, and g:AO+P with fog (e/6)-close to id, [21, p. 1381. We can assume 
that diam f (u) < 77/3 for every simplex u of P. Since A,,c Nq,,(Ai) we can define 
a partial n-realization F of P in Aj defined on the O-skeleton PC” of P by taking 
F(u) to be a point of Ai which is (77/6)-close to f(c) for every u E P(O). By the 
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choice of 7, f extends to a full (c/2)-realization f’ : P+ A,. Then t,b = f’ 0 g : A0 + A, 
is an c-map. 
Finally, we shall now show that V and i0 satisfy the second condition in 3.4 (iii). 
Let W be an arbitrary neighborhood of Ai in Q (i 2 iO) and let 6 > 0. Let y E 
r( V, &/6), 0~ y < S/2, and choose a neighborhood W0 of Ai in 0, W,c Wn V, 
which retracts onto Ai by a y-retraction q: W,,+ A;. 
Consider a gP-map cp: (K, &)+ (V, W,). Pick a finite simplicial polytope P, a 
subpolytope PO, and maps of pairs a: (P, PO) + (K, K,J and p: (K, K,) + (P, PO) with 
aopA(q,min{s/6,6/2})-closetoidK [21,p. 138].Sincecp~a]K,,andq~cp~a]K, 
are y-close maps of K0 into V, by the Homotopy Extension Theorem, there is a 
maph:K-,Vwhichis(&/6)-closetocp~aandhlP,=q~(p~alP,.Wecanassume 
that dim h(a) < 77/3 for every simplex u of P. Since Vc Nq,,(Ai) one can define 
a partial n-realization @ of P in Ai defined on P,,u PC” by taking hl PO for i’ on 
PO and by taking g( t’) to be a point of Ai which is (n/3)-close to h(u) for every 
u E P(O)- PO. By the choice of n, p extends to a full (s/Z)-realization h’ : P+ Ai. 
Then cp’ = h’ 0 /3: K + Ai is c-close to cp and (~‘1 K. is d-close to cp] Ko. 
3.9. Theorem. Let {Ai}:“=, be a sequence in ANR( Q). Then A, --em+ A0 ifl 
lim d,(Ai, A,) = 0 and for every E > 0 there is a neighborhood V of A0 in Q and an 
index i. with the property that for every i 2 i. there is an e-deformation hf : Ai + A,, 
0 s t s 1, such that h’; extends to an e-map p, : V --, Ai. 
Proof. Suppose Ai --em+ A0 and let E > 0. By Theorems 3.5 and 3.6, there is a 
neighborhood V of A0 in Q and an index i. such that for every i 2 i. there is an 
(e/2)-retraction ri: V+Ai, (s/2)-maps fi:Ai+Ao and gi:Ao+Ai, and an (~/2)- 
deformation h::Ai+Ai, Ost<l, with hi=gioA. Clearly, F,=hi or,: V+Ai is 
an c-map extending hf. 
Conversely, assume that the condition in the statement of the Theorem holds. 
Let a compact ANR neighborhood U of A0 in Q and an E > 0 be given. Let 
6 E r( U, c/2). Pick a neighborhood V of A0 in Q, V c U, and an index i0 with the 
property that for every i 2 i. there is a S-deformation hf : Ai + Ai, 0 s t c 1, such 
that h’; extends to a S-map p, : V+ Ai. We claim that 9’;( U, V; Ai) is true for all 
is io. 
Indeed, let i 2 i,, and let W be an arbitrary neighborhood of Ai in Q. Choose a 
neighborhood W. of Ai in Q, W,C V n W, such that there is a S-homotopy 
G,: W,-+ W, lsts2, with G,=F,] W. and G,=id,. 
Consider a pp-map f: (K, Ko) --, ( V, W,). Since f and p, 0 f are &close maps into 
U, there is an (e/2)-homotopy F,: K + U, 0~ t s 1, with F0 = f and F, = p, of By 
the Homotopy Extension Theorem, the homotopy G, 0 (f I Ko) : Ko+ W, 1 s t s 2, 
extends to an (c/2) -homotopy 6,: K --* W such that 6, = F, 0 f. The join H,: K --, U, 
0~ r s 2, of homotopies F, and G, is an .s-homotopy and Ho = f, H,(K) c W, and 
KlKo=flKo. 
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3.10. Theorem. Let {A,}~& be a sequence in ANR(X). Then A, --em+ A,, ifl 
lim d,(Ai, A,) = 0 and for euery E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that S-close maps info A, 
are e-homotopic in Ai (i 3 0). 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that Xc Q. Suppose A, - sem + A0 
and let an E > 0 be given. By Theorem 3.6, there is a compact ANR neighborhood 
V of A0 in Q and an i0 such that for every i 3 i0 there is an (e/3)-retraction 
r,: V+ Ai. Let 6*~ r( V, s/3). Then a*-close maps into Ai (is iO) are (e/3)- 
homotopic in V and therefore e-homotopic in A,. Finally, the required 6,O < 6 < 6*, 
is chosen such that b-close maps into Ai are e-homotopic in Ai (0 s i S iO). 
Conversely, suppose that the condition in the statement of the Theorem holds. 
We shall show that the sequence {Ai} converges strongly homotopically to AO. Let 
E > 0 and pick a S > 0 and an index i0 such that S-close maps into Ai are e-homotopic 
in Ai and d,(Ai, A,) < S/2 for all i 2 iO. Let i 2 i0 and choose (s/2)-mapsf’: AO+ Ai 
and g’: Ai + AO. Then g’ 0 fi and id, are d-close maps into A0 and thus e-homotopic 
in AO. Similarly, fi 0 g’ = c id,,. 
3.11. Theorem. Let X be a finite-dimensional metric space and fer {Ai}:=, be u 
sequence in ANR(X). The following ure equivalent 
(a) Ai --em-, A+ 
(b) {Ai} converges homotopicul!y to AO, and 
(c) {Ai} conuerges homotopicully n-regularly to A0 [ 191 for euery n 2 0. 
Proof. Borsuk [4, p. 1751 observed that (b) and (c) are equivalent while his proof 
of the Theorem in Section 17 of [4] clearly shows that (b) implies that {Ai} converges 
strongly homotopicaily to A,,. Hence, (b)+(a) by Theorem 3.5. Finally. observe 
that the family (Ai}:“=, of locally contractible compacta is equally locally contractible 
if {Ai} converges strongly homotopically to AO. 
An interesting problem is to decide whether Theorem 3.11 holds without the 
assumption that X is finite-dimensional. In the case of the affirmative answer, the 
results in this paper would imply that Borsuk’s Problem 4 in [4, p. 2011 has also an 
affirmative answer. The main idea of our paper is to bypass this Problem and prove 
all of Borsuk’s results without restrictions on dimension for strongly e-movable 
convergence which reduces to homotopical convergence on finite-dimensional com- 
pacta. 
3.12. Example. Let f: X + Y be a map between compacta. Let M(f) denote a 
mapping cylinder of f obtained from the disjoint union of XX[O, l] and Y by 
identifying (x, 0) E XX[O, l] with f(x) E Y for each XE X. Let p:XX[O, l]u Y + 
M(f) be the natural projection and let 
Mi(f)=p(Xx[O,f]) fori=l,2,.... 
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Then {M,(f)} converges strongly homotopically to Y (considered as a subset of 
izf( f)). Hence, if X and Y are ANR’s, then IA\fl( f)} - sem + Y. 
The above example when taken together with 3.11 and Edwards-siebenmann- 
Miller’s Mapping Cylinder Neighborhood Theorem in [23] shows that every compact 
ANR in E” is the homotopic limit of a sequence of polyhedra in E’“+‘. This answers 
Question 6.1 in [ 11. The infinite-dimensional version of Miller’s Theorem (see [24]) 
implies that every ANR Z-set Y in a separable Q-manifold ,M is a limit of a 
strongly e-movably convergent sequence of (Z-set) Q-manifolds in M homeomor- 
phic to Y X Q. 
4. Operations preserving strongly e-movable convergence 
In this Section we shall describe some operations which allow us to construct new 
strongly e-movably convergent sequences from strongly e-movably convergent 
sequences of ANR’s. Our results represent extensions to sequences of the following 
well-known properties of compact ANR’s [5]: 
(a) Every retract of an ANR is an ANR. 
(b) If the union of two compacta and their intersection are both ANR’s, then 
each of these compacta is an ANR. 
(c) The union of two ANR’s, the intersection of which is an ANR, is itself an ANR. 
(d) The Cartesian product of finitely many ANR’s is an ANR. 
(e) The (unreduced) cone and the suspension of an ANR is an ANR. 
4.1. Theorem. Let {A,}?& be a sequence of compact ANR’s in a metric space X 
and IetA, - sem + AO. Let Bi be a compact ANR in Ai for each i 2 0. Then Bi - sem + 
B0 if lim dH(Bi, B,) = 0 and for ecery E > 0 rhere is a S > 0 such that there is an 
e-retraction of the b-neighborhood N8( B,; Ai) of Bi in Ai onto B, (i 2 0). 
Proof. Suppose Bi --em+ BO. We can assume that Xc Q. By Theorem 3.6, for 
every E > 0 there is a compact ANR neighborhood V and an index i0 such that for 
each ib i,, one can find an e-retraction r,: V --f B,. Choose a S* > 0 and an i, > i, so 
that N&*(Bi) c V for i 2 i,. Clearly, r,lN,*( B,, Ai) is an &-retraction (i 3 i,). The 
required S, 0 < S < 6*, is now selected such that for every i < i, there is an E- 
retraction of N,(B,; Ai) onto Bi. 
Conversely, suppose that Ai - sem + A,,, lim dH(B,, Bo) = 0, and that B,‘s have 
the property described in the statement of the Theorem. Let an E >O be given. 
Without loss of generality assume Xc Q and pick a 6, 0 < 6 < ~/2, and an (~/2)- 
retraction ri:N6(B,; Ai)+ Bi for each i 5 0. Then choose an 7 > 0 and an index i,, 
such that dH(Bo, Bi)<6/3 and there is a (S/3)-retraction Ri:N,(A0)+A,(i2i0). 
Let V = N,,( B,). NOW, since Ri( V) c Ns( Bi; A,), r, 0 Ri is an &-retraction of V onto 
Bi for all i 2 i,,. Hence, Bi - sem + B0 by Theorem 3.6. 
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4.2. Corollary. Let {A,‘}~=‘=,, {A~}~=,, und {A’: = A\ n A’; }T=,, be three sequences in 
ANR(X) and assLdme that A: - sem + Ai and A, = Af u AZ - sem + A0 = At u A:. 
Then Af -sem+AA and A’-sem+AG. 
Proof. Since lim d,(A!, AA) = 0, in order to prove that A,! -sem+ AA, we shall 
verify the second condition in Theorem 4.1 for the sequence {Aj} with respect to 
the sequence {A,}. 
Let E > 0 be given. By Theorem 4.1, there is a 6 > 0 and an i, such that there is 
an &-retraction r,:N,(Ay; Aj?)*Ay for every ia iO. But then the map R,:N,(A!; 
A,)+A! defined by 
Ri(x) = 
TV, if x E N,(A); Af) 
x, if xEA; 
is an E-retraction for every is io. 
4.3. Theorem. Let {Af}F=,,, {A:}?=,,, and (A:’ =Aj n A:}:=,, be sequences in 
ANR(X). IfA,” -sem ~Ar:fork=0,1,2,thenAi=AjvAf-sem~A”=AXuA~. 
Proof. We shall first prove that lim d,(Ai, A,) = 0. Assume without loss of generality 
that Xc Q and let an E > 0 be given. Choose a neighborhood V of A0 for which 
there is an E-retraction r: V + A,,. Then pick an i0 and a 6 > 0 such that A: c 
V(k = 0, 1,2; i 2 io) and S-close maps into A: are (a/2)-homotopic in A!( k = 1,2; 
i 5 i,,) (see 3.10). Finally, select an i, 2 i. so that d,(AF, Ai) < 6/2 for all i 2 i, and 
k=O,l,2. 
Consider an i 3 i,. Note that rlAi is an &-map of Ai into A”. Let f”:Ai+Ay 
and f:Ah+Af be (S/2)-maps. Since f0 and fl A: are S-close maps into A!, we 
know that they are (a/2)-homotopic in Af so that, by the Homotopy Extension 
Theorem, there is an E-map f’ : AA + A! with f’l Ai = fo. Similarly, there is an c-map 
g’ : Ai + Af which agrees with f,, on At. The map F: A0 + A, defined as f’ on AA 
and as g’ on Ai is an E-map of A0 into Ai. Hence, d,(Ao, Ai) < E. 
To complete the proof of the Theorem we shall now check 3.1 (b) for the sequence 
{Ai}. Let a neighborhood U of A0 in Q and an E > 0 be given. Pick neighborhoods 
Vk of At (k =O, 1,2) and an index i0 such that 9’;“( U, V’; At)*, 
P;“( U, V’; A:)*, and ??Ei’ (V’n V’, V”; A?)* hold for every ia i. (see 3.4). 
Then choose neighborhoods c1 of AA, e’ c V’ and e2 of Ai, c-‘c V’, so that 
c’ n c2 c V” and put V = c’ u c2. Let i ,5 i,, be such that A: c Gk(k = 1,2) and 
Aft e’n c2 for isi,. We claim that 9;( U, V; Ai) holds for all i s i,. 
Indeed, let i 2 i, and let W be an arbitrary. neighborhood of Ai in Q. Select 
neighborhoods W’ of Af , W’ c c’ n W, W’ of A:, W’ c c’n W, and W” of A:, 
W” c W’ A W’, using $??;I’ (U, V’; Af)*, 9i’2( U, V’; Af)*, and p”‘( V’ n V2, 
V”; A:)*, respectively. Finally, choose neighborhoods @’ of Af, @I’ c W’, and 
$’ of A:, @‘c W’, so that 6” A @‘c W” and put @(, = @‘v s’. 
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The statement S;( U, V; A,) holds provided that for every map f: (P, P,,) + 
(V, W,) of a pair (P, PO) of finite simplicial polytopes there is an E-homotopy 
h,:(P,P,J+(U, W,), O<t<l, with h,, =L h,(P)c W, and h,JP,=f]P, for all TV 
[0, l] (see the last paragraph in the proof of 3.8). 
Let P be a finite simplicial polytope, let PC, be a subpolytope of P, and let 
f: (P, PO) + ( V, W,). By taking a fine subdivision of P we can decompose P into two 
subpolytopes P’ and P’ such that P” = P’ n P’ is also a subpolytope of P and 
f(P’) c G’, f(P’) c cl, f(P))) c ci/‘, and f(Pi) c 6”‘, where PA = P,n P’ and Pi = 
P,)n P’ are subpolytopes of both P’ and P,, and P’ and PO, respectively. Observe 
that (f(P”),f(Pg))c ( V”, W”) (Pt =P,nP”). Hence, there is an (E/2)-homotopy 
f:’ :PO+ V, n V2, 0~ TV l/2, with fa = f/P”, fy,z (P”)c W”, and f:’ 1 e = 
f 1 p’,: (t E [0, l/2]). Applying the Homotopy Extension Theorem in V’ to the restric- 
tion f 1 P’ and a partial homotopy on P”u PA defined as f:’ on Pa and as f 1 PA on 
P,” (IE[O, l/2]) we see that there is an (E/2)-homotopy f: :P’+ V’, O=~rs l/2. 
such that fj, = f 1 P’, f: /P” = f:‘, and f: JP:, =fjP,‘, (t~[0, l/2]). Since ft,? maps 
(Pi, P,!,) into (V’, W’), there is an (e/2)-homotopy g: :P’* U, 1/2c tc 1. with 
gt,, =fL gt (P’)c W and gf IPA =f:,2 ]Ph(t~[1/2, 11). The join h: :P’+ U, 
O=S tS 1, of homotopies fl and g, is an .e-homotopy which satisfies hh = f j P’, 
hf(P’)c W, hf IP”=f:)(tE[O, l/2]), h: IP”=f:,2(tE[1/2, l]), and h: IP,: = 
f I P,“( t E [0, 11). Similarly, there is ‘an e-homotopy hf : P’+ U, 0 s t s 1, with 
analogous properties. The union h, of hf and h;’ is the required &-homotopy. 
The proofs of the following two Theorems are left to the reader (see the proofs 
in the Section 3 of [9] and [lo]). 
4.4. Theorem. Let, for each k = 1,2,. . . , m (m <co), {A”}~zo be a sequence of 
compacta in a metric space X, and suppose A,k -sem+Ak. L.erAi=n~=’ A; (i30). 
Then Ai - sem + Ao. 
4.5. Theorem. Let {Ai}:“=, be a sequence of compact ANR’s in a compactum X 
which converges strongly e-movably to A,,. Then the sequences ISA,}: I and {CA,}?= I 
of the (unreduced) suspensions and cones of Ai’S also converge strongly e-movably 
to SAo and CAo, respectively. 
5. Metrization of the hyperspace ANR(X) 
The collection of all ANR’s (or, equivalently, of all strongly e-movable compacta) 
in a separable metric space X can be made into a hyperspace ANR(X) by means 
of strongly e-movable convergence. In this Section we shall use the following 
Theorem from [3] to show that ANR(X) is in fact a separable metric space. We 
shall prove the existence of a metric &,,, on ANR(X) such that, for a sequence 
{A;)?& in ANR(X), lim L?,,,(Air A,,) = 0 iff Ai --em+ A,. If X is a complete 
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separable metric space, the metric &,, need not be complete. However, the metric 
&,, is then equivalent to a complete metric d,,, on ANR(X). Since X is clearly 
isometric with a closed subset of ANR(X), we get that ANR(X) is topologically 
complete iff X is topologically complete. 
In order to state Begle’s Theorem, let ZM(Z*) denote the set of all non-negative 
monotone non-decreasing functions on the half-open interval Z* = (0, 11. For a 
metric space ( Y, d) and a function F: Y -ZM(Z*), call a sequence {y;}:=, in Y 
F-convergent to y”~ Y (and write yi-F+ yo) provided lim d(y;, yO) =O and 
lim inf F( y,)( E) > 0 for all E E I*. Let Y; = {y E YI F(y)( e) > 0 for all E E I*}. 
5.1. Theorem ([3]). Let F: Y + ZM(Z*) be a frtnction of a metric space ( Y, d) info 
Z~~(Z*).Assumefhatforyi~ Yz(i=O, 1,2,. ..),~i-F~yYoimpZiesthatlimF(yi)(~) 
exists and equals F(y,J(e) almost everywhere in I*. Then d, : Y; X Y; + R defined 
by 
d,(g.y’)={d’(y,y’)+(l: IF(y)(e)-F(y’)(e)I de)‘}“’ 
is a metric on Y; such that, for a sequence {y,}& in Y+F, lim d,(yi, y,,) = 0 iff 
yi- F + y,. Moreocer, if ( Y, d) is a (complete) separable metric space (and Y; is 
u closed sltbset of Y in the topology induced by F-convergence), then ( Y;, d,) is a 
(topologicully complete) separable metric space. 
We shall apply Theorem 5.1 to the (complete) separable metric space Y = EM(X) 
of all e-movable compacta in a (complete) separable metric space X with a (com- 
plete) metric d = d,,, equivalent to the metric of continuity d,, constructed by the 
author in [ 1 l] and a function F = y( a, -) of EM(X) into ZM(Z*) defined in 5.2. 
Then ANR(X) =EM(X)t,...,; the topology on EM(X) induced by the y( *, a)- 
convergence is the same as that induced by the strongly e-movable convergence 
(Lemma 5.4); ANR(X) is a closed subset of EM(X) (Lemma 3.3); and Ai -sem + 
A0 for a sequence {Ai}Tzo in ANR(X) implies that lim y( E, Ai) exists and equals 
Y(E, A,) almost everywhere in Z* (Theorem 5.6). Hence, &,,= dl = (d,,), is the 
required metric on ANR(X). 
Throughout this Section we assume that a metric space X lies in the Hilbert cube 
Q and that Q has a metric d in which its diameter is 1. 
5.2. Definition. For a compact subset A of Q and an E > 0, let y( E, A) be the least 
upper bound of all 6, 0 < 6 SE, such that S~(IV,(A), N,(A); A) holds. 
It is clear that for each compacturn A in Q, Y(E, A) always exists and is a 
non-negative monotone non-decreasing function on I*. Note that A is an ANR iff 
y(~, A) > 0 everywhere in I*. 
5.3. Lemma. Let {Ai}:= be a sequence in 2” and assume lim d,(Ai, A,) = 0. Then 
Ai -sem + A. ifl lim inf y( E, Ai) > 0 for each E in I*. 
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Proof. Suppose lim inf y( E, A,) > 0 for each E E I*. Consider an e(,f I*. Let yn = 
$ lim inf Y(E,~, A,) and choose an i,, so that y( eO, A,) > $yo = i lim inf y( E,,, A,) and 
d,(Ai. Ao) <$yO for all i 2 io. For such indices i, 9’p(N2F,,(AO), N,,(A,); Ai) is true 
because p2(N,,,(Ai), Ny,F,,,A,I (A,); A,) holds and N,,,,(AJ 1 N,,(A,) and N,,(A,) = 
N tiC,,.A,, (A;). This verifies the condition (b) in 3.1. Hence, Ai-sem* A”. 
Conversely, suppose A, - sem + A,, and let E E I*. Select a 6, 0 < S < E, and an 
index i. such that, for each i 3 io, 9i(N,dA,,), N,(A,,); A) holds and &(A,, A,) < 
$8. Then Pz(N,(Ai), Na,z(Ai); A,) is true for all ia i,) because for such indices 
N,(Ai) =I N,,z(A,) and N,,z(Ai) c N,(A,,). In other words, y(e, A,) 2 6/2 for all 
i 5 iU. Hence, lim inf y( 8, Ai) > 0. 
5.4. Lemma. Let a sequence {Ai}j’I, of compacta in X converge in the metric of 
continuity d, to a compactum A(,. Then for all but at most countably many numbers 
E in I”, lim sup y( E, Ai) s y(e, A,). 
Proof. We shall prove that lim sup y(eO, Ai) P= y(e,,, A,) at some point E” in I* 
implies that the function Y(E, A,) is not continuous at E(,. Since y( E, A,) is a 
monotone function on I*, there can be at most countably many values e0 for which 
this can happen. 
SUppOSe hm Sup y( E”, Ai) > y( E,,, A,) and take an e, 0<2e< 1 -E,,, and a sub- 
sequence {Ai,}~z~ of {Ai}?=“=, such that y(~,,, Ai,)> y(e”, A,)+2e, for each j> 0. We 
claim that for every b, 0 < b < e, CP~‘“(N,,+,(A,), NY(EO.A,,,+e (Ad: &) holds. The 
claim yields the desired discontinuity. 
Indeed, let W, W c NtiE,,,A,,,+P (A,), be an arbitrary compact ANR neighborhood 
of A0 in Q. Let S E f( W, b/2), S < b, and pick an index j such that Ai, c W n 
N v(Eo,A,)+e (A,) and &(A,,, Ad < 6. Let f: 4, + Ai, be a b-map and let F: Q + Q be 
an extension of j Then choose a neighborhood W& of Ai, in Q. Wb c Wn 
N y(EO,T\,,) (A,,), with respect to W, using the fact that 92(N,,(Ai,), lYtisEo.,+,~ (Ai,); 
A,,) is true. Finally, take a neighborhood W,, W,c Wn NtiEo_.+,,+~ (A,), so that 
F( W,) c Wb and FI W, is a b-map. 
Consider a PPp-map cp: (K, I&) + (Nti_r\O)+e (A,), W,). Since pl& and F 0 cp[ K0 
are b-close maps into W, there is a (b/2)-homotopy h,: KO+ W, 04 t< 1, with 
ho= cplKO and h, = F 0 cplK,. By the Homotopy Extension Theorem, there is a 
(b/2)-homotopy H,: K + Ny(so.Aol+e (A,), OS t s 1, satisfying If0 = c_” and H,I Kc, = 
h,l&(t E 10, 11). But because NY(Eo.t\o)+e (A,) c Nv(Eo...+,,) (Ai,) and N,o(Ai,) c 
N,+,(A,), there is an &,-homotopy G,: K + N,,+b(A,), 16 t s 2, such that G, = Hr, 
G2K c W, and G21Ko= H, jKO= h,. Now we apply the Homotopy Extension 
Theorem to the map Gz and the partial homotopy h3-I, 2~ t s 3, and get a 
(b/2)-homotopy Jr: K + W, 2 s t d 3, with Jz = Gz and J,I K0 = hj_,(t E [2,3]). The 
join of homotopies H,, G,, and J, shows that there is an (Ed + b) -homotopy P,: K + 
N,,+b(Ad, O~ts3, satisfying PO=cp, P,(K)c W, and P3)K,-,=pIKo. 
5.5. Lemma. Let {Ai}Tso be a sequence in ANR(X). If Ai --em+ AO, then 
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Y(E, Ao) s lim inf y( E, A,) at every point E E I* at which the funcrion y( e, A,) is 
continuous. 
Proof. Let us consider a point EWE I* at which the function y(&, A(,) is continuous. 
Suppose that y(cO, A,,) > lim inf y( E”, Ai). Then there is an e, 0 < e < E(), and a 
subsequence {A,,} of {A,} such that Y(E~, Ai,) + e < y( eg, Ao) - e for all j> 0. Since 
the function Y(E, A,) is continuous at e,, there is a number d. 0 < 2d < e, such that 
Y(G A,) E (Y(&,, A,) - e, y( eg, A,) + e) whenever E E (Q- 2d, E”+ 2d) n I*. In par- 
ticular, y( E*- d, A,)) > y( E,,, Ai,) + e for all j > 0. 
Inside NY(F,~--d,r\O) (A,) pick a compact ANR neighborhood V of A0 in Q. Let 
SE r(V, d/3), S< d/3. Since A,-sem+Ao, by Theorem 3.5, there is an index j 
such that Ai, c int V and there are &maps f:Ao+ Ai, and g: A;, *A0 with 
f 0 g= rs id,,,. Let F: Q + Q and G: Q + Q be extensions of f and g, respectively. 
We shall now show that Pp(N,,(Ai,.), NHEo.+)f(e,~) (Ai,); A,,) is true. This, 
however, contradicts the definition of y( E,), A,,). 
Let W be an arbitrary neighborhood of A,! in Q such that WC VnNSO(A,,). 
Choose a neighborhood W’ of A, in Q such that W’c int V and FI W’ is a &map 
of W’ into W n int V. Next select a neighborhood W,$ of An in Q, Wb c W’n 
N, r,,-d.A,,) (A,,)niV,(A,), with respect to W’ using ~~-d(NE,,_d(&,), 
N~~.,,_d.,$,, (A ); A,). Finally, pick a neighborhood W0 of Ai, in Q, WOc W n 
(int V) n NtiEo c\ )+(e/2) (A,,). so that G] W, is a S-map of W,, into Wb and F 0 GI W, 
is 6-homotopic i’;l W to the inclusion of W, into W. 
Consider a P,-map cp: (K &) + (N,.,,.,, ~+(e/z) (A,), W0). Since 
hi,+,+, )+(e,ZJ (A,,) = N~co-d..4,) L4J and cp\ K. and I+ o ~1 K, are &close maps into 
V, there is a (d/3)-homotopy D,: K-, NtiE,,__d,&) (A,), OS tC 1, with Do= p and 
&I&= GOP]?&. Let E,:K+N,,_,(A,J, l~tts2, be an (Ed-d)-homotopy 
satisfying E, = D,, E,(K) c W’, and Ez] K, = D, ] K0 = G 0 cpJ K,. Next observe that 
EZ and F 0 E2 are b-close maps of K into V. Hence, there is an (d/3)-homotopy 
F,:K+NE,,_d(&), 2sts3, such that F2=E2 and F,=Fo E2. But, F,J&= 
F 0 E21 K0 = F 0 G 0 cpl K0 and sol K0 are b-homotopic in W. This implies that there 
is a (d/3)-homotopy G,: K + W, 3 s t s 4, with G3 = F3 and G,] K0 = cp( &. The 
join of homotopies D,, E,, F,, and G, shows that there is an c,,-homotopy H!: K --, 
N,,(A,,), 0 s t c 4, which satisfies Ho =cp, H,(K)c W, and H,(K,=q(K,. 
By combining Lemmas 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5, we have the following. 
5.6. Theorem. Let {A,};‘=, be a sequence in ANR(X). Then Ai -sern + A0 ifi 
lim Y(E, Ai) exists and equals y(e, A,) almost everywhere in I*. 
5.7. Remark. By replacing the class 8, with the class Sg of all pairs of at most 
n-dimensional (compact) ANR’s we can introduce the notion of the strongly 
n - e-movable convergence which is closely related to Curtis’ homotopy n-regular 
convergence [19]. Most of the results in Sections 3-5 (with obvious modifications) 
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are also true for strongly n- e-movable convergence. Hence, Section 5 offers an 
alternative proof of Kuratowski’s result [22] that the space LC”(X) of all LC” 
compacta in a (complete) separable metric space X with the topology induced by 
strongly n - e-movable convergence is a (topologically complete) separable metric 
space. 
5.8. Remark. Let X be a complete separable metric space. We proved in this 
section that ANR(X) is a topologically complete separable metric space. There are 
some interesting subsets of ANR(X) that are also topologically complete separable 
metric spaces in the topology induced by strongly e-movable convergence. For 
example, all AR’s in X; all ANR’s in X having the fixed point property; all ANR’s 
in X with the n-th Betti number < k; all at most n-dimensional ANR’s in X; all 
ANR’s in X which are x-like where ?Y is any class of non-degenerate compacta 
(since each of them forms a closed subset of ANR(X)); and all Z-set ANR’s in X 
(since they form a G, subset of ANR(X)). 
6. Spaces of ANR’s of Q-manifolds 
In this final Section we shall study topological properties of the hyperspace 
ANR(X) in the case when X is a separable Q-manifold. We conjecture that 
ANR(X) is then an 12-manifold. Here we shall make observations which support 
the conjecture and further explain geometric restrictions imposed by strongly 
e-movable convergence. We start with an improvement of Borsuk’s result mentioned 
in the introduction [4, p. 2001. 
It follows from Theorem 3.5 that Aj - sem --, A,), for a sequence {A,}zO of compact 
ANR’s in a metric space X, implies that almost all Ai’s are homotopy equivalent 
to AO. We shall now prove that actually almost all Ai’s have the same simple 
homotopy type [16] as AO. 
6.1. Theorem. Let a sequence {Ai}Z”=, of compact ANR’s in a metric space X 
converge strongly e-movably to A,,. Then almost all Ai’s are simple homotopy 
equivalent to A,,. 
Proof. We can assume that Xc Q. Note that Ai X Q-sem --, A0 X Q by Theorem 
4.4. We shall prove that Ai X Q is homeomorphic to A, X Q for almost all i. The 
Theorem will follow from this because two ANR’s have the same simple homotopy 
type iff their products with Q are homeomorphic [16]. 
For the compact Q-manifold A,X Q [15, p. 1061 pick an E >O with the property 
that every &-equivalence of a compact Q-manifold M into AOx Q is homotopic to 
a homeomorphism [20]. By Theorem 3.5, the sequence {Ai X 0) converges strongly 
homotopically to A,, X Q. Hence, there is an index iO such that for every i 3 iO one 
can find (E/3)-maps gi:AoXQ’AiXQ and fi:AixQ+AoXQ with 
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fi o g,= E,jid.4,X0 and g, ofi= EIj id.4,xo. The map f, is clearly an e-equivalence of a 
compact Q-manifold A, X Q into &X Q. By the choice of E, it follows that A, x Q 
is homeomorphic to AC) x Q (i 3 iJ. 
6.2. Theorem. Let M be a separable Q-manifold. Then ANR( M) is locally arcwise 
connected. 
Proof. Let A E ANR(M). There is a compact Q-manifold neighborhood V of A 
in M and a retraction r: V + A. Since ANR( V) is a neighborhood of A in ANR(M), 
it suffices to prove that ANR( V) is locally arcwise connected at the point A. 
Let R( V) be the space of retractions of V (i.e.. maps e: V+ V which satisfy 
e 0 e = e) equipped with the sup-norm metric. R( V) is an ANR [17]. By Corollary 
3.7, the function 0: R( V) + ANR( V) which associates e( V) to a retraction e E 
R( V) is an open map of R( V) into ANR( V) and @(r) = A. It follows that ANR( V) 
is locally arcwise connected at A because R( V) is locally arcwise connected at r. 
Let X be a metric space and let ANRZ(X) denote all compact ANR’s in X which 
are also Z-sets in X [15]. 
6.3. Lemma. If M is a separable Q-manifold, then ANRZ( M) is dense in ANR(M). 
Proof. Let A E ANR(M). By the Mapping Replacement Theorem [15, p. 271, there 
is a sequence fi:A+ M of Z-embeddings such that d’(J, idA) < l/i. Clearly, the 
sequence {h(A)} in ANR’(M) converges strongly homotopically to A because 
f =fi:A+fi(A) and g=f;l :f,(A)+A are (l/i)-maps and gof =id,q and fog= 
i%(A). 
6.4. Theorem. Let A and B be compact ANR’s in a separable Q-manifold M. Then 
A and B can be joined by an arc in ANR( M) iff there is a simple homotopy equicalence 
c,c:A+ B with q=idA in M. 
Proof. Suppose that A, BE ANR(.M) and that q: A + B is a simple homotopy 
equivalence homotopic in M to id,. By Lemma 6.3 and Theorem 6.2, we can 
assume A, BE ANRZ(M). Let f: A X Q+ Q and g: B X Q + Q be Z-embeddings 
such that f (a, 0) = a and g( b, 0) = b ( a E A, b E B). Define an arc a in ANRZ(M) 
joining f (A X Q) with A by a(t) = f (A X fli>,[-l+ r, 1 - tli) (t E [0, 11). Similarly, 
there is an arc /3 in ANRZ( Q) joining g(B X Q) with B. But, since q: A + B is a 
simple homotopy equivalence and p = idc\, there is a Z-embedding h: A X Q XI + Q 
such that h(a,q,O)=f(a,q) (aEA) and h(AxQx{l})=g(BXQ) [15]. The map 
y: I + ANRZ( Q) given by y(t) = h I A X Q X {t} is clearly an arc joining f (A x Q) 
with g( B x Q). Hence, A and B can be joined by an arc in ANRZ( M). The converse 
follows immediately from the proof of the Theorem 6.1. 
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6.5. Corollary. Let A and B be compact connected ANR’s in the Z-sphere S’. Then 
A and B are simple horizotopy equivalent iff they are homotopy equicalent. 
. 
Proof. Consider S’ as a subset 
equivalent connected ANR’s in 
therefore also in ANR( a);).. 
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